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Abstract
In recent years, the use of mobile adhoc networks (MANETs) 
has been well-known in various applications, including some 
mission acute applications, and as such security has become one 
of the most important concerns in MANETs. MANETs have 
some unique characteristics, Due to that prevention methods 
alone are not enough to make them secure; therefore, detection 
should be added as an additional defense before an attacker can 
breach the device. In general, the intrusion detection techniques 
for usual wireless networks are not well-matched for MANETs. 
In this paper, A novel intrusion detection system named Better 
Adaptive Acknowledgement (BAACK) especially designed for 
MANETs. By the adoption of MRA scheme, BAACK is proficient 
of detecting nodes in spite of the existence of false misbehavior 
report and it compared with other popular mechanisms in different 
scenarios. This scenarios gives an outline for enhancing security 
level of IDS architecture in MANETs based on secure attributes 
and then various algorithms, namely RSA and DSA.
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I. Introduction
A mobile Ad-Hoc network (MANET) is a continuously self-
configuring, infrastructure-less network of mobile devices 
connected without wires.In MANET devices can move in any 
direction independently, and will therefore nodes frequently change 
its links to other nodes. Unrelated to its use every node must forward 
traffic in network, and therefore be a router. The key challenge 
in constructing a MANET is equipping each node to regularly 
maintain the information required to route trafficproperly. Such 
networks maybe connected to the larger Internet or mayoperate by 
themselves. In between nodes contain one or multiple and different 
transceivers. This results in a highly–dynamic, autonomous 
topology.
MANETs are a kind of Wireless ad hoc network that usually has 
a routable networking surroundings on top of a Link Layer ad 
hoc network [1][2]. MANETs consist of a self-healing, peer-to-
peer, self-organization network in contrast to a mesh topology 
has a central controller (to optimize, determine, and distribute the 
routing table). MANETs circa 2000-2015 habitually communicate 
at radio frequencies (30 MHz - 5 GHz).
One of the major benefits of wireless networks arebetween 
different parties allows data communicationand still their mobility 
will be maintained. However, this communicationto the range of 
transmitters is partial. This means if the distance between the two 
nodes is outside the range they cannot communicate with each 
other. MANET answers this problem by allowing middle parties 
to relay data transmissions. This is accomplished by dividing 
MANET into two kinds of networks, namely, multihop and single-
hop. In a single-hop network, Nodes can directlycommunicate 
with other nodes if all nodes are within the same radio range. On 
the other side, in a multihop network, if the destination node was 
out of their radio range then they take the help of intermediate 
nodes to transmit or communicate with each other in a network. 

Fig. 1: Architecture of MANET

By observing above described characteristics a MANET was 
mainly developed for military purpose by observing above 
described characteristics, in the battle nodes are spread across the 
battle field and there is no particular infrastructure to service them 
form a network.In last few years, rapidly MANETs are developed 
and the usage of MANETs gradually more in many applications, 
ranging from military tocommercial uses and civilian, without 
the help of human interaction or any infrastructure MANETs can 
setup easily by their own behavior. Some examples are: emergency 
services,in collecting  data,and virtual classrooms and conferences 
where PDA, laptops or other mobile devices distribute their data 
through wireless medium and communicate with each other. As 
MANETs become extensively used, the primary concern about the 
MANETs is security issues. For example, the proposed protocols 
for MANETs most of it think that every node is not malicious and 
cooperative [1]. Therefore, in entire network any one compromised 
node can cause failure of the whole network.

A. Digital Signature
A digital signature or digital signature scheme was a type 
of asymmetric cryptography. For messages sent through an insecure 
medium, a fine implementation of digital signature algorithm is 
the one that gives confidence to the receiver the claimed sender 
only sending the messages to it, and trust the message.
In many respects Digital signatures are equivalent to traditional 
handwritten signatures;Digital Signature implemented properly, 
then it is more difficult to copy than the handwritten type. By 
using cryptography Digital Signature was implemented. Digital 
signatures can also provide acknowledgement, meaning thata 
message cannot successfully claim by the signer if they did not 
sign, while claiming its private key also remains secret.

II. Related Works
Many historical events have exposedthose intrusion prevention 
techniquesalone, such as authentication and encryption, which are 
generally a first levelof defense, are not sufficient. As the system 
turn out to be more complex, thereare also morelimitation, which 
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may leads to more security issues. Intrusiondetection can be used 
as a second level of defense to protect the networkfrom such 
issues. If the intrusion is identified, a response can be initiatedto 
stop or reduce damage to the system.
Intrusion detection hadclassified based on audit data as either 
network-based or host-based. A network-based IDS captures and 
then analyzes packets from network traffic while application logs 
in its study or a based on hosts IDS uses OS. Based on detection 
techniques, IDS are alsobe categorized into three modules as 
follows [2].

A. ADS (Anomaly Detection Systems)
The normal behaviors (or normal profile)of operators are kept in 
the system. The captured data will be compared by the system with 
these profiles, and after that treats any action that differs fromthe 
baseline as a possible intrusion by initializing a proper response 
or informing system administrators.

B. Misuse Detection Systems
The system keeps configurations (or signatures)of well-known 
attacks and capture data will be compared with all known attacks.A 
treat which matches with any accorded pattern is considered as 
intrusion;new kinds of attacks cannot be identified by it. 
Specification-based detection: The correct operation of protocol 
or program was described by the system defined constraints set.
According to the defined constraints it displays the execution of 
the application.

III. Existing System
The Watchdog/Path rater is anexplanation to the problem of selfish 
(or “misbehaving”) nodes in MANET. The system initiates two 
extensions to the DSR algorithm to moderate the effects of routing 
misbehavior: The Watchdog, to detect the misbehaving nodes 
and the Path rater, to respond to the intrusion by isolating the 
misbehaving.
With the presence of following Watchdog fails to identify malicious 
misbehaviors 

False misbehavior report,1. 
Collusion,2. 
Ambiguous collisions,3. 
Receiver collisions,4. 
Limited transmission power,5. 
Partial dropping node from the network operation6. 

IV. Proposed System
Secure IDS architecture (BAACK) initiate to improve the security 
stage of MANETs based on various algorithmsandsecurity 
attributes, namely DSA and RSA. BAACK is designed to deal 
with three out of six weaknesses of Watchdog IDS, namely, (1) 
Receiver collision, (2) Limited transmission power, (3) False 
misbehavior.
Receiver collisions:Example of receiver collisions, shown in fig. 
2, after node X sends Packet 1 to m node Y, it tries to overhear 
if node Y forwarded this packet to node Z; meanwhile, node F is 
forwarding Packet 2 to node Z. In such case, node X overhears 
that node Y has successfully forwarded Packet 1 to node Z but 
failed to detect that node Z did not receive this packet due to a 
collision between Packet 1 and Packet 2 at node Z.

Fig. 2: Receiver Collisions in MANETs

Limited transmission power: Example of Limited power, shown 
in fig. 3, in order to manage the battery resources in MANETs, 
node Y limits its transmission power so it is very strong to be 
overheard by node X after transmitting the packet (P1) to node 
Z , but too weak to reach node Z because of transmission power 
can be reduced.

Fig. 3: Limited Transmission Power in MANET

False misbehavior: Example of false misbehavior in MANETs, 
shown in fig. 4, Even though node X and Y forwarded Packet 1 to 
node Z successfully, node X still inform node Y as misbehaving, 
as shown in Fig. . 

Fig. 4: False Misbehavior in MANET

Due to the open medium and remote distribution of typical 
MANETs, attackers can easily capture and compromise one or 
two nodes to achieve this false misbehavior report attack. As 
discussed in earlier sections, TWOACK and AACK resolve two 
of these three problems, namely, receiver collision and limited 
transmission power. However, two of them are vulnerable to 
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the false misbehavior attack. In order to solves not only limited 
transmission power and receiver collision but also the false 
misbehavior problem to launch Secure IDS architecture (BAACK) 
[1].

A. Secure IDS Description
BAACK is consisted of three major parts, namely, ACK, secure 
ACK (S-ACK), and misbehavior report authentication (MRA). 
Sequentially to differentiate different packet types in different 
schemes to include a 2-b packet header in EAACK. In accordance 
with the Internet draft of DSR [7], there is 6 b reserved in the 
DSR header. In BAACK, use 2 b of the 6 b to flag different types 
of packets.

Fig. 5: EAACK Protocol in MANETs

In these secure IDS, It is assumed that the link between each device 
in the network is bidirectional.Moreover, for each communication 
process, both the destination node and the source node are not 
malicious. All packets of acknowledgment are required to be 
digitally signed by its sender and verified by its receiver.

1. ACK (Acknowledgment)
ACK is fundamentally an end-to-end ACK IDS. It performs 
as a part of the hybrid IDS in BAACK, aiming to cut network 
overhead when no misbehavior is detected overnetwork. Consider 
the scenario source first sends out an ACK data packet to the target 
node D. If all the intermediary nodes along the route between nodes 
S and D are mutual cooperative and node D successfully receives 
packet, required to returnpacket with an ACK acknowledgment 
by node D along the unchanged route but in aninverse order.
Within a predefined time span, if node S receives packet, then the 
transmission of packettonode D from node S is successful. If not, 
node S will change to S-ACK mode by sending out an S-ACK 
data packet to identify the malicious nodes in the route.

2. S-ACK (Secure-Acknowledgment)
It is an improved version of the TWOACK IDS [6]. The principle 
of S-ACK is to let every three successive nodes work in a group 
to identify misbehaving nodes. For every three consecutive nodes 
in the route, the every third node is required to send an S-ACK 
acknowledgment packet to the first node. Introducing S-ACK 
mode main intention is to identify misbehaving nodes in the 
occurrence of receiver collision or limited transmission power.

3. MRA (Misbehavior Report Authentication)
Unlike the TWOACK IDS, where the target node immediately 
believes the misbehavior report, BAACK requires the target node 
to shift to MRA mode and approve this misbehavior report. This 
is a crucial step to identify false misbehavior.
Watchdog fails to detect the misbehavior nodes with the presence 
of false misbehavior because of its limitations to resolve this 
MRA field is designed. Themalicious attackersmay generate false 
misbehavior report to falsely report innocent nodes as malicious. 
The core of MRA field is to validate whether the target node has 
received the reported missing packet through another route. To 
initiate the MRA mode, the source node primarilylooks its local 
knowledge base and search for an alternative route to the target 
node. If there is no other that exists, the source node finds another 
route by using DSR routing request algorithm. Due to the nature 

of MANETs, it enables to find out various routes between the two 
nodes. If MRA packet is received by target node, then hunts its 
local knowledge base and compares the reported packet which was 
already received by the target node. If they both are matched, then 
it is safe to determine that this is a false misbehavior report and the 
false report generated node will be mark as malicious. Else, the 
misbehavior report wasaccepted andtrusted. By the enhancing of 
MRA scheme,In spite of the existence of false misbehavior report 
BAACK is capable of detecting malicious nodes.

4. Digital Signature
BAACK is an acknowledgement-based IDS schema. All three 
modules of BAACK, namely, ACK, S-ACK, and MRA, are 
acknowledgment-based detection schemes. They all rely on 
ACK packets to detect misbehaviors in the network. Thus, it is 
very important to confirm that all acknowledgment packets in 
BAACK wereuntainted andauthentic. Otherwise, if the attackers 
are veryclever to forge acknowledgment packets, all of the three 
systems will be vulnerable. To overcome this problem, need to 
incorporate digital signature in secure IDS. In order to guarantee 
the integrity of the IDS, in BAACK before sending any message 
to destination it must be digitally signed and verified till they are 
accepted [1].

5. Secure IDS in DSA and RSA
The signature size of DSA is much smaller than the signature 
size of RSA. So the DSA scheme always produces slightly less 
network overhead than RSA does. However, it is interesting to 
observe that the Routing Overhead differences between RSA 
and DSA schemes vary with different numbers of malicious 
nodes[16]. The more malicious nodes there are, the more ROs 
the RSA scheme produces. Assume that this is due to the fact that 
more malicious nodes require more packets, thus increasing the 
ratio of digital signature in the whole network overhead. With 
respect to this result, find DSA as a more desirable digital signature 
scheme in MANETs [1]. The reason is that data transmission in 
MANETs consumes the most battery power. Although the DSA 
scheme requires more computational power to verify than RSA, 
considering the tradeoff between battery power and performance, 
DSA is still preferable.

IV. Conclusion
In this paper, a comparative study of Secure Intrusion- Detection 
Systems (SIDS) for discovering malicious nodes and attacks 
on MANETs is presented. Due to some special characteristics 
of MANETs, prevention mechanisms alone are not adequate to 
manage the secure networks. In this case detection should be 
focused as another part before an attacker can damage the structure 
of the system. We study about secure IDS named BAACK protocol 
specially designed for MANETs and in future it is required to 
compare against other popular mechanisms. Security is major 
part in MANETs;hybrid cryptography architecture will tackle 
the issue in an efficient manner. This way we can better preserve 
battery and memory space of mobile nodes.
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